
2021 WSDT Judge Packet 
This packet contains critical information for the success of the WSDT.  Please keep it 
and reference it during the tournament.   
 
Contacting the Tabroom 
Email Tabroom@wdca.org for tournament related issues.  For equity related issues, email 
inclusion@wdca.org. 
 
Ballots 
You must submit a complete ballot with comments for each speaker and a complete RFD 
(reason for decision).  Writing “oral critique” is not acceptable.  You will be required to finish an 
RFD.  WDCA Standing rules also provide a $15 fine for an incomplete RFD.  
 
Postings 
Check http://wsdt.tabroom.com/ for postings, especially to check if you have been assigned a 
round.  The tournament will attempt to publish a list of standby judges during the elimination 
rounds. If a judge is unsure if they have a round, judges should check this website and look 
carefully for their name on the pairing for the division they are judging. Judges will not be moved 
between events.  
 
Start Time 
As soon as you receive a blast, head to your room so the round can start on time.  
 
Off Rounds 
If we have to replace a judge, there are very specific procedures followed to determine the 
replacement.  Do not risk a fine for your school by not being responsive when put into a round. 
Before stepping away from your computer, please make sure all rounds in your division have 
started and you set an alarm to go off prior to the next round. 
 
Obligations 
All judges are obligated two full elimination rounds (not partial) beyond their school’s elimination.  
For example, if your school’s final debater is eliminated in the quarterfinals, you are obligated 
through the final round. A partial elimination round begins the elims when the advancing teams 
don’t fill a bracket (So some people have a bye on the schedule).  That round will not count 
toward your obligation. Most elim rounds will utilize panels of 3 judges with a panel of 5 judges 
in the final round.  Don’t start a round until all the judges are present (as well as all the 
debaters). 
 
Judging Standards and Ethics 
The Adjudicator Guidelines are included in this packet.  Read and follow them.   
 
A copy of the procedures for Evidence Violations is also included.  Please study that document. 
In the event of a formal allegation, follow the steps outlined for you.  These procedures are not 
optional. 
 
In accordance with the standing rules, paperless teams must share only evidence they 
reasonably plan to read during a speech.  Teams can be online but are not allowed to receive 
assistance during the round from someone outside of the round, such as a coach. 
 
All of us have biases, implicit and explicit.  Ethical judging requires us to be aware of those 
biases and leave them at the door. 
 
Post Round Comments 
Following the round, submit your ballot first, before any comments you may wish to offer the 
debaters. Reminder, you can add additional comments to your ballot after submitting it to the 
tabroom up until awards occur on Sunday. Judges can NOT change speaker points, ranks, 
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sides, or the decision after it is submitted. If a mistake is made, only the tabroom can change it. 
If you submitted something in error, you must contact the tabroom immediately to correct the 
error.  
 
If you do offer feedback following the round, please keep those comments brief (2-3 minutes).  
Don’t be the judge who keeps students from lunch or delays the tournament with a lengthy oral 
critique following the round.  Use your ballot as the strong tool for feedback and education that it 
is. A judge MUST verbally disclose the team and side they are voting for to the debaters.  For 
example, “I vote aff for Hogwarts GP” or “I vote con for West Beverly WZ.” 

 
 
Online judging 
 
Rules: 

- Time Limits: 

Policy Public Forum Lincoln Douglas 

1AC – 8 min 
CX – 3 min 

1NC – 8 min 
CX – 3 min 
2AC – 8 min 
CX – 3 min 

2NC – 8 min 
CX – 3 min 

1NR – 5 min 
1AR – 5 min 
2NR – 5 min 
2AR – 5 min 

Speaker 1 Constructive – 4 min 
Speaker 2 Constructive – 4 min 

Crossfire – 3 min 
Speaker 3 Rebuttal– 4 min 
Speaker 4 Rebuttal – 4 min 

Crossfire – 3 min 
Speaker 1 Summary – 3 min 
Speaker 2 Summary – 3 min 

Grand Cross Fire – 3 min 
Speaker 3 Final Focus – 2 min 
Speaker 4 Final Focus – 2 min 

AC: 6 min 
Neg CX: 3 min 

NC: 7 min 
Aff CX: 3 min 
1AR: 4 min 
NR: 6 min 
2AR: 3 min 

Prep Time: 10 
minutes per side 

Prep Time: 4 minutes per side Prep Time: 5 minutes per 
side 

During Prep Time in PF and Policy, partners should be muted in the virtual debate 
room so their opponents cannot hear. They will prep in a way outlined by their 
coach/school, which may include a phone call, separate virtual meeting (google 
meet/zoom), be in the same physical space, etc. The method is their choice. 

 
- Tech Time: Each side gets 15 minutes of tech time total per round to resolve any 

technology issues or problems. When a student experiences a technology problem, the 
round will pause. When the student has resolved the technology issue, the time needed 
to resolve the technology issue will be subtracted from the time of the affected side. For 
example, if the affirmative/pro side experienced the technology issue, the time needed to 
resolve it would be subtracted from the affirmative/pro’s 15 minutes of technology time. 
The judge will confirm the point at which the technology issue started, resume the round 
from that point, and, if necessary, award the student that was speaking additional 
speech time. 

o If a technology issue arises, please stay calm and don’t hold it against the 
student who experienced the issue. 

o Once a side has used 10 minutes of their 15 minutes of tech time, please contact 
the tabroom.  

o Online debate requires additional flexibility on the part of teams and judges to be 
successful. Every student deserves the best possible round whose winner is 
decided by the best debating, not the best technology. 

- Reminder to all judges to keep comments supportive, objective and not about a 
student’s background, clothing, speech impediments, quality of technology access, etc. 
If there is a concern that a judge truly feels needs to be discussed, contact the tabroom 
so they can connect you with that student’s coach. It does not need to go onto a ballot.  



- When to contact tab (Tabroom@wdca.org):  
o There’s an issue with your ballot 
o A judge is having a tech issue 
o An entry has used 10 minutes of tech time. 
o There are concerns the coin flip in PF did not occur properly 
o You need to confirm what entry should be affirmative/pro or negative/con.  
o You are missing students, and it is past the round’s start time 
o An evidence violation has occurred 
o An entry has forfeited *Note – do not submit a ballot* 
o You realize you are conflicted against a team (you know them personally, have 

coached them, etc.). A conflict is something that prevents a judge for impartially 
judging the round. Conflicts not already disclosed that lead to your removal from 
an assigned round may lead to a fine to your school.      

- Judges and competitors should have their cameras on when possible. However, some 
people may not be able to, or may not feel comfortable, turning on their cameras. This is 
acceptable.  

- Judges should be muted. Judges may momentarily unmute during the round/speech if 
needed to provide time cues or tell a speaker to clear up or slow their rate of delivery. 
Competitors should be muted unless they are participating in a speech or experience a 
tech issue.  

- PUBLIC FORUM ONLY - Online coin flip procedure: The coin flip will be completed by 
the computer. If a judge starts their ballot prior to the coin flip, the ballot may appear 
incorrect. The judge should confirm side and speaking order with the teams prior to 
round beginning and refresh their ballot as necessary.  

- The WDCA considers all judges to be mandated reporters. Please refer to the guidelines 
(https://dcf.wisconsin.gov/cps/mandatedreporters#:~:text=Wisconsin%20law%20(48.981
(2)),duties%20has%20been%20threatened%20with). If you witness, or reasonably 
believe, a situation has occurred that does not trigger a duty for mandatory reporting, but 
it is concerning, the judge must privately inform the tabroom who will connect you with 
the student’s coach.  

- Please have your phone number, email address and any conflicts updated in your 
tabroom.com account. 

Recommendations: 
- When you enter a competition room, it is strongly recommended to decrease the video 

quality. The system defaults to the highest possible video quality. To change this, move 
your mouse to the lower right-hand corner of the video screen and you’ll see three dots 
in a line. Click on it and there is a manage video quality option. Changing it to low def 
helps the audio quality quite a bit.  

- If you have connectivity issues, the NSDA has recommended using google chrome 
- Test your microphone and camera before round 1. 
- Wearing a headset can greatly reduce your background noise and increases the quality 
- Be mindful that your background is professional and there is nothing inappropriate in the 

background. 
- Prior to rounds, close game programs (steam, epic, blizzard, league of legends, etc.), 

close unneeded tabs in your internet browser, and potentially turn off any VPN’s. 
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ADJUDICATOR GUIDELINES  
A. Any judge who finds him/herself in a conflict of interest including, but not limited to, judging a 
student from a school with which the judge is affiliated, shall notify the tournament director 
immediately. A judge would be conflicted if they personally know or coach a student or for the 
school in the round. An alumnus of a school is considered affiliated unless they have been out 
of high school for four or more years without coaching or knowing any students on the team. 
Whenever possible, these conflicts should be expressed prior to the registration period ending. 

B. A judge shall neither shorten rounds nor render a decision on the ballot until the completion 
of the round. The judge shall listen to the entire round in a fair and impartial manner before 
making a decision. 

C. The judge should decide the round based upon the arguments presented in the round and 
not upon his or her personal beliefs or biases. 

D. The judge shall not provide assistance to competitors of the round except for time signals. 

E. The review of evidence by a judge is not allowed unless there is a dispute by the opposition 
regarding the meaning, context, or validity of the evidence, or suspicion by the judge of 
falsification. If a judge chooses to be on the email chain, the document should not be examined 
until the evidence has been disputed, there is a falsification concern or there is a concern 
clipping is occurring. 

F.  A judge is expected to adapt expectations and award speaker points appropriate to the level 
of debate being judged. A judge should not give speaker points lower than 20. 

G. A judge shall fill out the ballot completely. Comments for individual speakers and a written 
justification for the decision shall be provided. Comments on ballots are to be instructive and 
constructive. The school of any judge that does not provide a written justification for decisions, 
as prescribed by the Tournament Director, will be required to pay $15 to the WDCA Scholarship 
Fund for each round where no written justification was provided. The first notice would be sent 
by the tournament host to the coach of said school. Failure to respond and remit payment within 
one month will result in a letter being sent to the school’s principal by the WDCA President. 
Repeated violations could result in disqualification from WDCA sponsored tournaments by 
Executive Committee decision. 

H. While oral critiques may be of educational value, lengthy oral critiques are unacceptable. A 
judge should, therefore, fully communicate his or her decision on the ballot and allow the 
tournament to proceed as close to the scheduled time as possible. To limit tabulation errors, 
judges must communicate their decision as to the team receiving the win to the debaters at the 
conclusion of the round. 

I.  The WDCA does not recognize “Games Playing” as a legitimate and educational paradigm by 
which a debate round may or should be judged. A judge may not, therefore, employ a “games 
player” paradigm to render his or her decision. 

J.  There are no observers at the 2021 WSDT. Elimination rounds will be live streamed if 
possible.  

K. No high school student may be used to judge any round at the Wisconsin State Debate 
Tournament nor at any WDCA sanctioned tournament. 

L. If while judging a round, the judge leaves to go and confer with his or her team, the team 
conferred with takes a loss. Any judge who leaves a round for any other, non-emergency reason 
shall be fined $20 per round. 



M. Judges who are in violation of the Adjudicator Guidelines may be removed from the judge 
pool by the tournament director. Judges who are removed from the tournament are responsible 
for compensating the tournament for judging fees, providing a replacement judge, or removal of 
an appropriate number of their teams. 

N. Debaters shall not leave a debate round for any non-emergency reason or else they shall 
forfeit the round. 

O. Novice policy debate has specific plan texts, counterplan texts, and kritik alternatives that 
cannot be altered at any WDCA sanctioned. 

At the Wisconsin State Debate Tournament, judges in all divisions must disclose their decision 
before exiting the room to the competitors. Judges should complete their ballot before 
disclosing. When disclosing, judges must indicate the side and entry code of the winning team. 
If there is a mistake or possibility of mistake, the judge should notify the tabroom immediately. 
Judges do not have to defend their decision or provide an oral critique but may do so at their 
own discretion. If a judge does not disclose the school who hired the judge will be immediately 
assessed a $15 fine. 

 
  



Evidence Violation Procedures 
  
Evidence read in a round must be available to the opposing team and judge to verify its 

content, accuracy, etc.  Debaters must, at a minimum, read the author and date when 
introducing evidence but must have a complete citation available upon request.  From time to 
time, debaters might make an allegation of a violation of the WDCA evidence guidelines.  This 
guide’s purpose is to help the judge navigate those allegations in accordance with the WDCA 
Standing Rules.  Judges, coaches, and debaters are encouraged to read the entire rule at 
WDCA.org. 

  
The team making the allegation needs to identify which type of violation they are alleging 

(distortion, non-existent evidence, clipping, straw argument).  Judges are permitted to list the 
types of allegations. 

A. Distortion occurs when the evidence contains added and/or deleted words that 
substantially alter the original conclusions of the author(s).   

B. Non-existent evidence is one or more of the following: 
             i.  The debater citing the evidence is unable to produce it when requested by the 

opposing team, judge, or tournament official. 
            ii.  The source provided does not contain the evidence cited. 
            iii.   The evidence is referenced parenthetically but lacks an original source to 

verify the information. This happens frequently in LD and PF where a debater paraphrases 
evidence without reading a direct quote. 

             iv.  The debater has the original source but refuses to provide it to their 
opponent, the judge, or a tournament official, in a timely fashion. 

             v.  The debater fails to present a full citation when requested. 
C. Clipping. When a debater claims to have read more of a piece of evidence than was 

actually read in the round. 
D. Straw Argument. Intentionally reading evidence that argues a position that the 

primary author(s) presents for the purpose of refuting it, while, in fact, advocating for a different 
position. 

  
Here are the procedures to follow: (A flow chart to help is on the back) 
  
When a team makes an allegation, stop, and ask them if they are making a formal 

allegation (Yes, you get to talk to the team).  If they say they are, stop the round.  There won’t 
be any more speeches.  Listen to the allegation and be certain you know which piece of 
evidence is in question and what kind of allegation is being alleged.  If they aren’t, evaluate their 
assessment of the evidence the same way you evaluate any other argument in the round.  

  
Evaluate the allegation.  It’s your job to either uphold the allegation or not.  If you uphold 

the allegation, the accusing team wins the round.  If you do not uphold the allegation the 
accused team wins the round.   Tell the debaters your decision and come to the tabroom and 
tell them about the allegation and your decision.  If you are balloting online, don’t complete your 
ballot.  The tab staff will do that. You and/or the debaters can go online to check an online 
source, e.g., a web page.



Speaker Points 
Over the years, there have been concerns about the arbitrary nature of speaker points and the different scales that 
are used. Speaker points are a useful tool for making observations about debater quality across the pool, but it can 
be difficult for some judges to evaluate what scale they should utilize. Speaker points matter if you think of them as a 
language that is mutually understandable across the judging pool. Although some of us may join you in complaining 
about “speaker point inflation” as judges these days give out 29s like candy and 1-25 speaker points have been 
rendered obsolete, ultimately what matters is that there is a community understanding for what a certain score 
means. 
 
After a variety of conversations, it was suggested that publishing some data regarding the prior year’s state 
tournament speaker points at certain tournament benchmarks would be helpful. Our intent in creating this is 
solely informational. Every judge should feel free to give whatever speaker points they desire. However, if you 
find this information interesting or relevant, we present an analysis of speaker points from the 2019-2020 
Wisconsin Debate Tournament.  

 

Varsity Policy Debate Highest  
Points 

Lowest  
Points 

Average Median 

Top Speaker 30.00 29.50 29.67 29.50 

Students in Finals 30.00 28.50 29.35 29.50 

Students who were in the first 
elimination round but did not win 

29.00 25.00 27.51 27.75 

Students who went 3-3 30.00 26.00 28.13 28.00 

Students who had a losing record 29.00 24.00 27.25 27.50 

  

Novice Policy Debate Highest  
Points 

Lowest  
Points 

Average Median 

Top Speaker 29.00 28.00 28.60 28.50 

Students in Finals 30.00 25.00 28.09 28.50 

Students who were in the first elimination 
round but did not win 

30.00 25.00 27.75 28.00 

Students who went 3-3 30.00 20.00 27.56 28.00 

Students who had a losing record 29.50 25.00 27.51 27.50 

  

Lincoln Douglas Debate Highest  
Points 

Lowest  
Points 

Average Median 

Top Speaker 30.00 29.50 29.92 30.00 

Students in Finals 30.00 28.50 29.25 29.25 

Students who were in the first 
elimination round but did not win 

30.00 26.00 28.43 28.50 

Students who went 3-3 30.00 24.00 27.95 28.00 

Students who had a losing record 29.00 23.00 27.23 27.50 

 

Public Forum Debate Highest  
Points 

Lowest  
Points 

Average Median 

Top Speaker 30.00 28.00 29.33 29.50 

Students in Finals 30.00 28.00 29.13 29.00 

Students who were in the first 
elimination round but did not win 

30.00 25.00 27.63 27.50 

Students who went 3-3 30.00 22.00 27.83 28.00 

Students who had a losing record 30.00 22.00 27.33 27.00 

 


